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Preface

This aria is the second movement from the cantata *Bleib bei uns, denn es will Abend werden*, first performed on April 2, 1725. The original instrumentation is for alto, oboe da caccia, and continuo, but an alternate part exists substituting viola for the oboe da caccia solo, presumably used for a later performance. The viola version contains the same music as the oboe da caccia version, primarily differing in numerous instances of slurs. For a recording of the viola version, see Sigiswald Kuijken and La Petite Bande’s *Cantatas, BWV 249, 6* (Accent ACC 25313, 2011).

Sources used in preparing this edition include the Neue Bach-Ausgabe (NBA) edition and several manuscript sources available on the Bach digital website (the NBA’s score and part designations are referenced here to differentiate the sources) including the autograph Score (A), Alto part (B2), Oboe 1 part with the instrumental solo (B5), separate Oboe da caccia part with the instrumental solo (B7), Violoncello piccolo part including the alternate movement II instrumental solo for the viola on the verso (B12a, headed *Viola, zur Aria so nach dem Chor folget*), Cembalo part (B13), and Basso continuo parts (B14 and B15). The alternate viola version (B12a) serves here as the primary instrumental solo part in preparing this edition. Readers are referred to the Critical Report of the NBA (Series I, Band 10) for extensive commentary regarding the sources (including a table of slurring differences among B5, B7, and B12a). Additional editorial decisions for this AVS edition are noted below:

m. 3, viola: A, B5, and B12a have the rhythm below:

![Rhythm Example](image)

B7 has the inverted rhythmical pattern for the first three notes that matches the Alto in m. 19 and other similar instances. The NBA and AVS editions incorporate the rhythm from B7.

m. 10, viola: A, B5, B7, and B12a contain the notes below:

![Notes Example](image)

In source A, the order of the first two notes has been altered, inverting them to avoid parallel octaves between the instrumental solo line and the Basso continuo from m. 9 into m. 10. The NBA and AVS editions incorporate this altered order of notes.

m. 26, cembalo: The NBA indicates a figured bass figure of 6 on the final note of the continuo, while the editor reads B13 as having figured bass notations of 5 6 on this note, similar to m. 18.
m. 26, alto: B2 has a slur over the final two notes of this measure (not present in m. 18), which has been retained in this AVS edition.

m. 45, viola: Neither A, B5, B7, nor B12a contain an accidental on the fourth note (a), which the NBA corrects to an a-natural. This AVS edition incorporates the NBA’s correction.

m. 46, viola: B12a has a slur in this measure over the third through fifth notes matching the slurred figure in B5 and B7. As this is the only instance of a slur over this figure in the Viola part (a slur regularly appears in B7 and occasionally in B5), it has been omitted.

m. 49, viola: A, B5, and B12a do not have a trill on the final note of this measure, while B7 does. The NBA and AVS editions incorporate the trill from B7.

mm. 74–75 and 106–7, viola: As in other places, there are differences in slurring patterns among B5, B7, and B12a. In m. 74, B12a has a mark very distant from the measure that would appear to be a slur over the final two notes (which the NBA records as a slur, matching B5). The editor feels that if this mark is a slur that it may have been inadvertently notated and that the two notes should be separate as in B7 and in the parallel spot in m. 106 (in B12a). Consequently, a dashed slur is used in this AVS edition. In mm. 75 and 107 of the NBA, a slur appears over the first three notes, and no slurring difference is recorded among the sources. The editor reads source B12a as having a slur only over the second and third notes in each of these measures (the editor reads slurs over all three notes in B7 but feels that B5 exhibits ambiguities as to the placement over the notes). Consequently, slurs have been placed over the second and third notes only in this AVS edition.

m. 88, viola: B5 and B7 have a slur over the last five notes in this measure, while B12a appears to have a slur over the first five notes or the entire measure (as recorded in the NBA). The editor has given preference in this instance to the slurring pattern in B5 and B7.

m. 94, viola: Neither A, B5, B7, or B12a contain a g-flat designation on the fifth note. The NBA edition includes an editorial flat, and that editorial flat has been incorporated here in brackets.

m. 102, viola: A, B5, and B12a contain no appoggiatura, while B7 does. The NBA and AVS editions incorporate the appoggiatura from B7.

mm. 114–29: Both the NBA and AVS editions write out the da capo (mm. 1–16) that appears in the manuscript sources.

To assist with performance, a realized version of the continuo part has been provided as well as a supplemental version of the viola part with bowings and fingerings by Dr. Aurélien Pétillot.

David M. Bynog, editor
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hochgelobter Gottessohn, laß es dir nicht sein entgegen, laß es dir nicht sein entgegen, daß wir itzt vor deinem
Thron eine Bitte niedergegen,

Bach - Hochgelobter Gottessohn
Bach - Hochgelobter Gottessohn

Bleib, ach blei - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Licht, weil die Fin - - - - - - ster - nis ein - bricht, bleib,
ach bleibe unser Licht,
weil die Fin
nerbricht,
- ster-nis ein-bricht,
bricht, bleib, ____________
ach bleibe ____________

unser Licht, weil die Fins ____________
ster ____________ einbricht.
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